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DARTSLIVE GROUP’s Directly-Managed Bar Opening in Roppongi, Tokyo!
DARTSLIVE International Ltd. (HQ: Hong Kong CEO: Steve S.K.NGU), a subsidiary of DARTSLIVE Co., Ltd.
(HQ: Tokyo CEO: Shintaro Takaya), is engaged in the continuous global expansion of i Darts Group. From this group,
“i Darts JAPAN”, the very first directly-managed i Darts bar in Japan, will be opening in Roppongi, Tokyo in
November 2012.

“i Darts JAPAN” carries the showroom aspect of “SOFT DARTS PROFESSIONAL TOUR JAPAN” which is
supported by DARTSLIVE.

The industry’s first RATING authentication system is introduced for this bar.

DARTSLIVE MEMBERS CARD will be required at the entrance to verify visitor’s DARTSLIVE RATING

and

only those who are rated 10 or above are able to enter the “i Darts JAPAN”.
We envisage this bar to be a gathering place for highly skilled soft tip darts players to enjoy playing serious matches.
Above all, we continue to support communities of darts players and endeavor to establish “i Darts JAPAN” as the center
of darts spot in the entire Japan.

i Darts JAPAN
Address:
4F Daini Rene Bldg., 5-3-1 Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo
Equipment: DARTSLIVE2：5 machines TouchLive：2 machines
URL:
http://www.idarts.jp/japan/

i Darts Group continues to expand its presence in Asia and in the entire world, and offers services enjoyable to a wide range of age groups.

By opening i Darts bar in Roppongi, Tokyo, “the center of amusement”, DARTSLIVE introduces a new way of
enjoying the night life, and also strives to create “Community Entertainment” that connects “people” to “people” and
“heart” to “heart ” with and through its services.
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